System M
Generating solutions for individuals
Switches, sockets & boxes
Our ideas of comfort and design are individual.
A good reason for a flexible solution

When it comes to designing your personal dream house, comfort, safety and security as well as design and costs rank first. At the same time, quite different requests and requirements need to be considered.

How suitable would be a switch programme, which meets all of your requirements in terms of technology, function and design.

A system that offers you tailor-made solutions, synchronized to your current needs, but so flexible that it can be tuned to your future requests.

A system that comprises a very large scale of functions, realised via different technologies as required – from conventional installation to basic systems and radio systems, to complex building management.

A system that exactly fits to your style thanks to a multitude of premium design lines and can yet be modified optically without circumstances.

Schneider Electric has the tailored solution for you.

Choose tailor-made switch solutions with System M!

System M, one of the most flexible switch ranges ever created, allows you to create your own customised solutions.

Fits every size, lifestyle and specification
System M offers total solutions with any combination of 175 functions.

Matches every taste
System M allows design and surface options to be combined to meet your requirements for every taste.

Works with all technologies
System M combines classic installations with modern technologies such as RF, PlusLink or KNX.
Smart answers with System M

Innovative functions for classic electrical installations

System M has been designed to allow you to transform your dreams into reality using a classic electrical installation – no ifs and buts, just innovative ideas.

You’ll be amazed, what’s possible with System M. Choose from among 175 functions and a lot of different aesthetics to assemble your dream solution for any type of room.

System M permits simple planning – even if you want to change functions. It’s no trouble to exchange a light switch for a movement detector – only one of the energy efficient functions that System M holds in store to significantly reduce your energy costs.

Conventional electrical installation enhanced through System M

Energy Efficiency

Switch 1gang with indicator light, M-Smart
Socket-outlet with surge protection, M-Smart
Argus 180 flush mounted movement detector, M-Smart
Room temperature control unit, M-Smart

Up to 20% energy saving

Lighting Movement detector

Movement detectors increase comfort and give additional security – and they are also particularly energy-efficient, saving you money in the long-term.
KNX for greater efficiency and comfort

Comfort at the touch of a button

Make your home more energy-efficient and comfortable any time you want at the touch of a button. System M offers the individual frame for intelligent KNX functions.

Your guests will be here for your dinner party any minute and you are nowhere near ready? At the touch of a button, you can switch on the appropriate lighting, start your stereo system and ensure that the temperature is right. This is possible, because KNX allows you to set individual scenes, which can be activated by pressing a single System M push-button.

KNX means pure comfort, because intelligent functions are linked up in a logical manner.

KNX is energy efficient, because room temperature and lighting are controlled as required.
Ease of operation and comprehensive functions are key requirements for a modern electrical installation. KNX meets your requirements conveniently.
Flexible solutions without wiring

System M is open to change

Life means change and your living space should adapt to your life. How nice, that System M is always flexible and has simple solutions ready for your new circumstances.

You have a brand new bedroom furniture, and it would be nice to control lighting from the bed? No problem with System M and Radio System Connect. Simply screw or stick a radio push-button to the wall beside your new bed – finished. Without mounting new cables or prying open walls.

System M offers numerous solutions for upgrading your switch system at a later date. Comfort, security and energy efficiency can therefore be retrofitted.

100% flexibility for renovation work

Desire for comfort and security + Wireless solution with radio system Connect = Simply attach the radio push-button where it's required in System M and connect by radio system Connect. Finished!
An overview of the system

Flexible, linked, designed
Limitless flexibility
System M gives you total design flexibility

System M is among the most flexible switch ranges. The underlying principle is a practical modular system, which can cover all functions of modern home needs.

Flexible = Enjoy complete freedom
Whether your home is a spacious villa or a cosy apartment, a modern loft or a dream house for the whole family: System M is everywhere at home. Functions and designs can also be flexibly combined or exchanged during renovation work.

Linked = Use all technologies
The attractive System M switch range is the right choice for anyone who wants to use classic controls for light, heating and roller shutters. But, thanks to System M, you can also combine intelligent networking based on KNX or flexible solutions based on PlusLink or the radio system Connect in your very own personal solution.

Designed = Complements any interior design
Do you like clear and straight-edged design? Timeless and elegant, or do you prefer something more unusual? No matter how you want your own four walls to look: With its numerous design and surface options, System M complies with your every wish.

The system principle

Flush-mounted insert switch + Frame + Rocker = Finished!
The right solution for all your requirements

System M – a host of functions

Switches and socket-outlets form the basis of every switch range. System M is also the perfect source for these basic elements. However, 175 functions clearly show what System M stands for: a set of functions from a single cast.
The technology doesn’t matter
System M – unites all technologies

System M is open to anything. There are no technological hurdles. As a result, everything from classic electrical installations to radio system solutions and complete KNX systems can be realised and also be flexibly combined or exchanged during renovation work.

System M + simple functions = convenience
If you’re opting for a classic installation, System M realises these requirements reliably and offers many innovative functions in a design consistent with your personal style.

System M + KNX = efficiency
KNX combines all kinds of building functions in one intelligent system. That means improved comfort, security and efficiency. System M covers all functions and offers an intelligent framework. And on top KNX provides the needed conditions to maximise energy savings.

System M + radio system Connect = flexibility
With radio system Connect, you have the opportunity to implement new functions without major assembly work. And because, thanks to System M, everything is available in individually customised designs, the new radio solution fits seamlessly into place.
Perfect design
System M is the design for your home

Living spaces are always an expression of individual character. How reassuring, that System M gives you all the freedom you desire.

Designs, colours and materials can be matched precisely to your furniture, walls and room concept. Sometimes all it takes is the right answer to the simple question of whether the switch matches the curtains. It's bound to with System M!

From thermoplastic, to glass and metal, to wood – five different designs offer numerous materials, surfaces and colours, from which you can create your own individual style.

M-Elegance, Real glass, brilliant white/polar white

M-Plan/M-Arc, polar white

M-Smart, polar white

M-Creativ, transparent

M-Elegance, Solid wood, beech/polar white

M-Plan, aluminium

M-Smart, polar white/anthracite

M-Creativ, designed with photo

M-Elegance, Metal, titanium/polar white

M-Arc, aluminium

M-Smart, active white

M-Creativ, designed with wallpaper
M-Elegance

High quality and elegant

A product’s material, as well as its form and colour, make it unique and very special. Due to their high value and palpably genuine materials, M-Elegance frames from Schneider Electric are highly appealing. Whether glass, wood or metal, Merten M-Elegance frames have something for every taste. M-Elegance also makes a good impression through its balanced frame:insert ratio.

M-Elegance Metal

Its surface, restrained colours and high-quality, genuine material distinguish M-Elegance Metal. Whether in restrained platinum silver, robust rhodium grey, high gloss finished chrome or exclusive titanium.
M-Elegance Real glass

A high-quality, distinctive material – glass comes into its own in the M-Elegance frame version. The outer edges are cut like precious stone to emphasize the glass’ elegant look and feel.

M-Elegance, Real glass, brilliant white/polar white
M-Elegance, Real glass, onyx black/polar white
M-Elegance, Real glass, emerald green/polar white
M-Elegance, Real glass, sapphire blue/aluminium
M-Elegance, Real glass, calcite orange/polar white
M-Elegance, Real glass, ruby red/aluminium
M-Elegance, Real glass, diamond silver/polar white
M-Elegance, Real glass, mahogany brown/polar white

M-Elegance Solid wood

Extra warm and cosy – M-Elegance Solid wood frames from Schneider Electric create atmosphere. With a distinctive wood grain and a natural look and feel, perfect for people who desire a rich, harmonious living atmosphere.

M-Elegance, Solid wood, beech/polar white
M-Elegance, Solid wood, cherry/polar white
M-Elegance, Solid wood, walnut/polar white
M-Elegance, Solid wood, wenge/polar white
M-Creativ

Switch to personality

The trend is heading towards products that users can adapt individually to meet their needs. The most important thing here is: It has got to be simple, flexible and quick.

M-Smart

Nice and solid

With its linear design and discreet appearance, the M-Smart switch always cuts a good figure, whatever your individual living style. In short: it’s the perfect basic switch.
M-Arc
Dynamic and elegant

A switch for everybody who loves generous curves. The appeal of M-Arc comes not only from its fascinating colour combinations, but above all from the dynamic transition from rocker to frame.

M-Plan
Clear and streamlined

M-Plan has been reduced to the essentials and stands for clear design principles. The ideal switch for anyone who is a fan of discreet design.
* Make the most of your energy